First Coast TIM Meeting
Tuesday, July 21, 2009
Meeting Minutes
The list of meeting attendees and the Meeting Agenda are attached to these meeting minutes.
Peter Vega welcomed everyone to the meeting and handed the meeting over to Donna Danson.
Donna began the meeting by welcoming everyone and asking that they fill in all of the
information on the sign in sheet that was in the hallway, so that they could get certificates for
attending today’s training. The contact database will be updated and the information on the sign
in sheet will assist with this effort.
Next, Donna stated the purpose of the meeting. This meeting is meant to get all of the TIM
Team Members together, improve communications, go over recent incidents and try to find
ways to improve.
Donna then asked if anyone had any objections to the minutes that had been e-mailed out for
the previous meeting. No objections were made.
Next on the Agenda was the Construction Update.
1. Mike Goldman was not able to attend the meeting, but provided Donna with handouts of all
of the current Construction Projects. Donna passed out the handouts and asked that
everyone look over them and if there are any questions she will forward them on to Mike.
The Emergency Operations Center update was next on the agenda. Ed Ward could not attend,
so Donna provided an update on Emergency Operations
1. El Nino is keeping the waters cooler than normal, so it looks like we may have a calm
Hurricane Season.
Donna provided a spreadsheet of the incidents since the last TIM meeting. Ed Ward tracks the
incidents and maintains the spreadsheet. This spreadsheet has been attached for reference.
1. FHP stated that on 7/4/09 people were parking on the Fuller Warren Bridge. FHP had
requested DMS to be used but was told that they were not working in the area. Another
issue was that the Main St. Bridge was closed but there was no advance warning.
Pete stated that he would check and see what had happened. Also he will find out
what may be done to make sure that it doesn’t happen again.
Donna stated that even though it may not have been posted on the DMS it should
have been posted on 511
2. Sandy Parker, with FDOT, asked a question about an incident on 6/23, the road was shut
down twice and he was wondering if they should have called the TMC for the 2nd lane
closure. Donna responded stating that yes anytime there is a road closure the TMC should
be called.
Greg Gaylord stated that they left the scene in a safe situation and came back during
low traffic volume to remove the vehicle to reduce the impacts to traffic.
3. Donna mentioned that the Road Rangers do “safe tows” to remove vehicles from the travel
lane to a safe location. Remember that you can call to request a “safe tow”. They may be

able to respond quicker than calling the rotation to get a vehicle removed from a dangerous
situation.
4. FHP stated that there might be instances where quick tow has been used after a tow agency
on the rotation has already been called. Then the motorist decides that they want to use the
quick tow wrecker since they are already hooked up. The Towing Association would have
issues with this, since the Safe Tow Companies would be getting more tows than the other
companies. Greg Gaylord stated that since he has had the Contract for Road Rangers he is
not aware of anything such as this occurring, that his operators are told to hook up to the
vehicle and then leave it in a safe location. Pete Vega then stated that FHP and JSO could
use this the Safe Tow as an alternative if needed.
Greg Gaylord then gave the Road Ranger update
1. On July 1st regular routes and staffing has continued because funding in now in place.
2. FHP and TMC have made several comments about how well the Road Rangers have
been doing.
3. With construction and barrier walls on both sides of the road on several areas around
town, if there is an accident or disabled vehicle in these sections, call the Road Rangers
to have them on scene and use the DMS 7x9 sign to notify motorist.
4. FHP asked if Road Rangers could move vehicles- yes they do have push bumpers.
5. FHP stated there was an incident where someone came to set out cones, when not
really needed. The motorist then got billed $700 for the MOT setup
It was determined that this was not Road Rangers, it was FDOTs maintenance
Contractor. FHP has the right to send them away if they are not needed.
Next Craig Carnes gave a presentation on the diversion maps
1. Craig asked that anyone interested in providing comments, please get a handout of the
Diversion Route choices from the front table at the next break. Anyone with comments
or suggestions, please forward them to Donna Danson.
Next, Donna asked Pete Vega to provide ITS and 511 updates
The Road Ranger routes and number of patrols are determined by funding. Last years
budget was cut in half, this years funding is more but still not as much as two years ago.
There are now 5 patrols trying to cover the same amount of roadways, that used to be
covered by 8 patrols.
North Florida TPO may be able to provide funding to increase budget to what it was 2
years ago. At that time there would be 8 patrols again as it was two years ago.
FHP asked Pete if they would extend to cover the entire county. Pete stated; possibly
but we want to only use exits for turnarounds not the “official use only” median
turnarounds.
511 has been updated- there is a new enhanced system that is bilingual. It is also able
to provide personalized custom reports.
RISC has been used one time. It was used last week and was very successful. There
were some issues that we will be working on.
Pete was asked who made the determination to start a RISC clearance. Pete stated that
FHP determines the need to initiate and then they inform the TMC to make it happen.
ITS Update - Design for 1st SR 9A ITS Installation is underway. Meeting next Monday’s
for stakeholders in this area.
Future installations to include the rest of I-295, the rest of 9A, DMS on I-10 near
Jacksonville and then extending the existing system.
TPO is providing funding for local ITS deployments.
FHP asked if the wind indicators (existing) on the bridges were going to be working
again soon, Pete stated that the TPO wants to get them working, but wants to know who
will maintain them.
Next on the agenda, were the Announcements.

1. Introduction of Paul Clark, he is now in charge of the State Incident Management.
2. Next TIM Meeting will be September 15,2009. There will be a representative from Florida
Gas.
1st Coast Responder Training- Chief Carrick
1. NF TPO provided funds for responder training.
2. HNTB was brought on board to create the training modules. Modules were
completed and a video was created.
3. Video will allow the training to reach “critical mass” of local responders.
Donna asked if anyone had anything else
There were no further questions and the Meeting was adjourned.

